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TRIP REPORT

INTRODUCTION

As part of a team, Kamal Bandyopadhyay of BNL has inspected serveral equipment
pieces at Diablo Canyon during a site visit on March 28-30, 1988. This visit is
intended to provide information for the Diablo Canyon Probabilistic Risk
Assessment (PRA) being performed by the Safety and Risk Evaluation Division of
BNL. The PRA is part of the long term seismic program for this plant.

Most of the equipment pieces were energized during the inspection and the
inspection team was advised "not to touch" any equipment. Therefore, inspection
of the equipment internals and mounting was limited. A list of the inspected
equipment is attached (attachment 1). The general and specific obsrvations as a

result of the inspection are described in the following sections. The
additional information required for determination of the fragility levels is
also discussed in this trip report. This report includes a list of equipment
for which an independent evaluation of the fragility levels is recommended.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

The equipment structures are specially built for the postulated high seismic
environment at Diable Canyon. Extended parts and cantilever equipment
structures are often supported with heavy external bracing system (e.g. MCC, CCW

Heat Exchanger, RHR Pump). Anchorages are properly engineered and adjacent
cabinets are mostly attached. Some exceptions exist and are listed in the
following "Specific Observations" section.

Regarding the seismic fragility of devices contained in the equipment
assemblies, relays with generic low fragility levels have been observed at
various locations in the cabinets. The extent of existence of such relays could
not be determined since device lists were not available during the plant visit.

SPECIFIC OBSERVATIONS

The following specific items were observed during the visit:

1. Vertical electrical conduits run in the gap between the auxiliary and the
turbine buildings (e.g. at 140 ft elevation). The probability of these
conduits beeing crushed due to the relative building movement and resulting
loss of power should be considered in the overall seismic PRA.

2. During testing, equipment cabinets are fillet welded typically above the
exteiior edges of the base members. However, in the plant, fillet weld
along the interior edges (instead of exterior edges) were observed. This
discrepancy is expected to reduce the fragility levels.
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3. Plug welds instead of fillet welds were used in mounting some cabinets.
This may reduce the structural fragility level of the equipment.

4. Isolation pads were used in mounting the diesel generator control panel.
Their influence on the fragility limits should be considered.

5. In one instance, two adjacent cabinets were not attached. The possible
impact between the cabinets should be considered in the fragility
evaluation.

6. The flow control valve of the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump
tripped during the visit due to inadvertent application of light pressure
on an extended arm. Sensitivity of this mechanism to an earthquake
environment should be investigated and probability of the need for manually
resetting the valve should be considered in the overall PRA analysis.

EQUIPMENT FRAGILITY

Recommendations for the approach and the criteria being followed by PG&E for
determination of the seismic fragility limits of various components were not
available to BNL (Kamal Bandyopadhyay). However, during the plant visit, PGKE
stated that in the PRA it was assumed that any relay can chatter. Obviously,
this is an enveloping approach and will eliminate the necessity of determining
the chatter fragility levels of relays. Therefore, it was understood that the
structural'ode apparently controls the fragility of equipment in the Diablo
Canyon PRA. It was not clear whether other types of malfunctions are being
considered as a possibility of controlling the fragility limits. If not, it is
recommended other possible failure modes be also considered, e.g.

chatter of other devices, e.g. contractors
inaccuracy of devices beyond acceptable limit
tripping

If BNL is required to estimate the seismic fragility levels of the
plant-specific equipment, the following information should be made available to
BNL:
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ATTACHMENT 1

INSPECTED EQUIPMENT LIST

Tour 1 — Turbine Building and non-radiological controlled areas of the auxiliary
building (Unit 1)

a ~

b.

c ~

d-

e.

85'evel — Diesel fuel oil transfer system,
CCW heat exchanger, instrument air receivers,
Diesel Generator 1-2 control cabinet and
excitation cubicle
119'evel —Vital 4kV switchgear (Potential
transformer drawer and a 4 kV cubicle)
140'evel — Control Room (back of a vertical
board and PAMS panel, SSPS cabinets)
128'evel —Auxiliary relay racks, safeguards
relay rack, protection rack, control room
pressurization relay panel
115'evel — Instrument inverter IY-14,
battery charger, DC swtichgear, batteries,
instrument inverters, battery chargers
100'evel —Hot shutdown panel, 480 v
MCC, switchgear,, and transformer

Tour 2 — Radiologically controlled areas of the auxiliary building (Unit 2)

a ~

b.
C ~

d.
e.

64'evel —RHR pump room
73'evel — CCPs and RHR HX
85'evel — Safety in)ection pumps
100'evel —Auxiliary feedwater pumps115'evel — Penetration Area (GE-GW), Outside
Tanks (RWST, PWST, CST, FWT)

Tour 3 — Containment (Unit 1)

a ~

b.
Co

d
e.
f.

RHR suction sump
RHR valves 8701 and 8702
Reactor Coolant Pumps
Pressurizer PORV block valves, CCW to CFCUs
Accumulator check valves
CCW system (CFCUs)

Tour 4 — Intake Structure

a. Intake gates
b- ASW Pumps
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ATTACHMENT 9

Summary of EQE/SNL Seismic Observations

During March 28-30 Diablo Canyon Visit

Com onents

Potential Transformer and 4160 Switchgear (Bus G and H)
Turbine Bldg, Elev. 119 — potential for hammering.

2 ~ Potential transformer and 4160 Switchgear (Bus F) Turbine
Bldg, Elev. 119 — potential for hammering between switchgear
and safeguard relay board.

3. Safeguards Relay. Turbine Bldg, Elev. 119 — equipment is
anchored with plug welds. Were the plug welds evaluated in
the fragility calculations.

4 ~ DC distribution panels. Auxiliary building elevation 115.
Equipment anchored with 4 fillet welds. Did the test
anchorage (qualification tests) match the 4 fillet weld
installation.

5. CCW HTX — The fragility is evidently being revised. Due
to its importance, we should review the final fragilities
when available.

6. Diesel generator exciter cabinet. The fragility is being
revised. We should review the final fragilities when they
become available.

7. Diesel generator control panel. Qualification testing
configuration differed from the installation configuration.
We should review the final fragilities on this when
available.

8. Valves. In AFW turbine pump area the manual valve on the 6
inch feed water line was observed to have very little
clearance from .the supporting steel and hence interaction
would be possible during a seismic event. Similarly, a
manual valve on a capped one inch line had essentially zero
clearance to the vertical support steel. Both these valves
need to be reviewed for the potential implications of anyfailure due to impact.

9. RHR HTX. The fragility for this component is being reviewed.
We should review the final fragility when its available.
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10. Sodium hydroxide tank. We should review the fragility for
this component when it is finalized.

Structures

1. Potential for impact between the turbine building and the
auxiliary building was observed at column line 18, elevation
140. Safety related vertical conduit is running in the gap.
Evidently the potential for impact was checked at the design
basis earthquake, but not above. In the east/west direction,
potential turbine impact motion may drive the gap closed.

2. The gap between the turbine pedestal and the surrounding
turbine building (at elevation 140) varied from approximately
3.75 inches to 4.25 inches on the east versus west sides.
Since this is. the elevation where potential gap closure was
predicted due to turbine building impact, some assessment of
the affect of the non-uniform gap might be worthwhile.
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